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The Designer



GANGI: World Premier
THE POCKET WATCH OF THE 21ST CENTURY

PASQUALE GANGI, the owner of Siwss watch CREATION: Gangi, is offering a huge variety in opulent watches especially for 

upper class; these MODERN watches are made with precision. This ultra-precision has now been perfect by Gangi after 20 

years of product research and development at his ATELIER and introduced into his elegant watch ranges. This is precision in 

watch making that the world thought is long forgotten. 

He is not only the pioneer in bringing innovative ideas in watch and jewelry creation but he has an established namen as a 

researcher that how a company gets a succesful manager.

According to Pasquale Gangi, “The question I get most often is, ‘How do you intend to move this company forward?’ Ido not 

only grow your company, I strategize the best way to make you company grow, get consumers aware of your brand or 

product and also work with every workers in this company for a better success.”

Pasquale Gangi has worked in various institutions and companies, and has 30 years of managing experience ranging from 

PRODUCT MANAGER and DIRECTOR to his current position as Owner and Innovator of GANGI. With unique and innovative 

idea in watch making, the company is stepping forward in global market under the management of innovative Gangi.

What makes these watches so unique in the complete artistry that is used in every single creation. Time is of the essence in 

creating elegance, and this is why a new era in time keeping was introduced. What differentiates GANGI watches from others 

is the MECANICAL movement. This is the essential component of a watch made with passion - precision. The most advanced 

software was used by technicians in creating the new construction process, wich enabled full optimization of the only 

production line - mechanical caliber with 5 DAYS POWER RESERVE. Gangi has worked hard in maintaining the difference and 

uniqueness in these watches and jewelry items.

Pasquale Gangi, a native of Italy.

Gangi brings innovation and creativity in watch and jewelry creation





Scacco Matto GMT3
The Pocket Watch of the 21st Century

Scacco Matto GMT3, Checkmate, The whatch imagined by Pasquale Gangi got its name since it is directly inspired from the world 

of finance for its time zones and of from the game of chess. It was born from a meeting between the young Queen of worldwide 

chess, who was looking for an original present for a Russian personality, and the Italian creator, originator of innovative plans.

Next to traditional and well established watchmaking, there is always place for a creative adventure! Strong in this conviction, both 

associates manage today to surpise us with their totally new concept, based on a mechanical movement with manual, double 

barrillet reassembly: a pocket watch GMT3 with three time zones, adjustable retrogressive date by a mono-tapped and indication 

of the power reserve (120 hours), linked to a system of timing of games of chess, patented. Entirely conceived, developed and 

produced according to the criteria of the high Swiss watchmaking.

The aesthetics of the chosen materials, titanium for the first edition, nothing was left aside for the manufacture of the Scacco Matto 

GMT3, to result in the creation of an object never seen before, impressive, prowerful, and charged with emotions.

“The world of chess facinates me. It demands countless qualities from its supporters. Its is made at the same time of reflexion and 

strategy, subtlety and boldness, patience and brutality. It is linked to the world of the powerful, of  the leaders. To be able to control 

a chess game, is to be the master of time! That is what we wanted to express in Scacco Matto GMT3”, “I am delighted of the 

collaboration with the Queen of Chess, who represents at the same time beauty, youth and intelligence, which are qualities which 

fit perfectly our exclusive and innovative creation” comments Pasquale Gangi.

Every single piece is unique, is signed Gangi and Alexandra Kosteniuk.

Alexandra Kosteniuk, the Russian 12th World Chess Champion and Pasquale Gangi, Italian creator, combine to 

give birth to a big premiere in watchmaking, an object of art which is at the same time a pocket watch GMT 3 

Time Zone and a system of timing of games of chess.



Scacco Matto GMT3 - Double Face Signed:
Alexandra Kosteniuk the 12th Russian Lady World Chess Champion 

1st Face:

Minute and Hours

Visible Balance Wheel

Power Reserve 120 Hours

Fly Back Date Indication

Twin Barrels

Manual Winding

34 Jewels

2nd Face:

Chess Game timer or

GMT 2nd and 3rd time zone Minutes and Hours

5 minutes Flag Indication (Blitz) game

Porwer Reserve 2 x 120 Hours

2 x Twin Barrels



Scacco Matto GMT3 Tourbillon - Double Face





Sacco Matto GMT3
Triple Tourbillon - Double Face

WORLD PREMIERE

Chess Game Players Indication
3 Time Zone Indication
Power Reserve 120 Hours
Retrograde Date
Double Barillet 





Sacco Matto GMT4
4 Tourbillon - Double Face

WORLD PREMIERE

2 x Chess Game Players Indication
4 Time Zone Indication
Power Reserve 120 Hours
Retrograde Date
Double Barillet 



Gangi & Technotime 
Takes Third Place in the “TOURBILLON” Watch Category

Facing up to the stern trials of the Chronométrie competition is in itself a token of audacity and confidence. The audacity to 

expose a model to the drastic and unequivocally objective criteria of a competition that is universally acknowledged for its 

neutrality; and the confidence that its calibre will stand up to three batteries of shock tests and to magnetism-resistance test 

imposed by the Haute Ecole Arc, all validated by the Besaçon Observatory and the Swiss Official Chronometer Testing Institute 

(COSC). This bold challenge was brilliantly taken up by first-time contestant Technotime.

The Challenge

Gangi & Technotime won third place in the “Tourbillon” watch category behind Greubel Forsey (1st) and Chopard (2nd). While 

developed with far more modest means than its peers, Calibre G-T12 distinguished itself by the regularity of its rating. Fitted 

with a 60-second tourbillon and a twin barrel ensuring a five-day power reserve, this callibre proudly takes its place as one of 

the most resistant and accurate in Switzerland.

Gangi & Technotime - The test of time.

On the evening of October 20th 2011, the second edition of the Chronométrie International Timing Competition 

celebrated technical expertise and reliability by unvelling the winners of this demanding competition, The “alternative” 

movement-maker Technotime took third place on the winners” podium - in the prestigious “Tourbillon” watch category 

- with its hand-wound in-house made Calibre G-T12.





Mechanical Swiss Made Tourbillon Lever Movement 131/4

Double Barrel
Retrograde Date
Time Reserve Indicator 
Time Reserver Over 120 hours
Cage, 1 revolution in 1 minute
Hand Winding
Hour, Minute
Second Indication on Tourbillon Axle
34 Jewels
Frequency: 4 Hz (28’800 A/h)





Mechanical Swiss Made Tourbillon Lever Movement 131/4

Double Barrel
Retrograde Date
Time Reserve Indicator 
Time Reserver Over 120 hours
Visible Balance Wheel
Hand Winding
Hour, Minute
34 Jewels
Frequency: 4 Hz (28’800 A/h)









The Pocket Watch





The Collection



Tourbillon Americana





X- Treme Americana



Tourbillon Rainbow
The Tourbillon Rainbow model is a true jewel in the forefront of watchmaking art. Recognizable by its distinctive dial with solid colors that can be 

adapted to everyone, this unique and hand-made watch embodies a dynamic and lively spirit.





Tourbillon Rainbow with Roman Numerals
This watch is an elegant and submarine-like watch with its lapis lazuli dial, an allusion to the emblematic underwater and deep ocean world. This 

model comes with roman numerals. It can also be adapted in different other colors according to your preference.









Tourbillon Jeans Vintage
The original and trendy design of the Tourbillon Jeans Vintage watch is what makes it so unique. This watch is subtly designed with 

handcrafted jean and sewing details. Many designs are available such as military, black & white, red & black…









Tourbillon Gattopardo
Gangi’s feminine watch, the Tourbillon Gattopardo, is the first women’s version of luxury watches with leopard patterns all over it. It is 

bringing the timeless elegance and functionality of Gangi’s watches to a smaller size perfectly suited to a lady’s wrist. Many other 
patterns are available such as python, psychedelica, xtasy…









Aeternitas
This Aeternitas watch has a dial featuring a distinctive black dial with a red skull, making us think about the universe of gothic art. It is the perfect watch for a 

biker on his Harley Davidson or a rock musician. Many other patterns are available like the hippy watch or the Perla watch with its pearl dial.









Model Carbone
This watch was designed to meet the demands of professional racing drivers. It is a real icon in the high-performance world 

of motorsport. It features the color black associated to many other colors like red, blue or green.





Grand Prix
Gangi is introducing its watch Grand Prix in purple, green, or blue. These versions are fitted on the innovative World-map like dial, 

reminding us of the three dimensional map of the globe. The dial can be set with stones or rubber.









Grand Prix - Purple Variant

This is a purple variant of the Grand Prix model. It can be set with stones or rubber or both at the same time, according to your preference.





Grand Prix - Luminescent Green Variant

This is an original and stylish luminescent green variant of the Grand Prix watch. It can be set with stones or rubber or both at the same time, 
according to your preference.









Ligne Coeur 
The Ligne Coeur by Gangi is the modern archetype of the fashionable woman watch, thanks to aesthetics and functions that 

transcend changes in fashion. Aesthetically, it comes in pink with a pink bracelet. The dial is set with luxurious stones such as ruby, 
sapphire, quartz or diamonds adaptable according to your taste.





Ligne Coeur 

This model of the Ligne de Coeur is Gangi’s luxurious jewelry watch. This watch is featuring softly curved lines characterized by uniquely rich dials and 
exquisite gem settings of diamonds. The number of diamonds sets can be chosen and it comes with a bracelet or as a pendant.









Tattoo Watch

The tattoo watch is the ultimate legend among every tattoo lover, biker and free spirited individual. This Watch features for the first time, 
an original dial with unique tattoo designs.





Année du Coq 

The elastic, soft, and highly malleable made by Gangi watch specially designed to commemorate the Chinese year of the rooster. This 
model is unique and comes in a sober look, featuring the colors of black, white and red.





Kaleidoscope

The dial is the distinctive face of the Kaleidoscope watch. This watch’s aesthetics can fool the human eye, guaranteeing impeccable beauty. It comes in the 
classical Black and white colors, with a bracelet or as a pendant.



Arabic Numbers

This model made by Gangi is recognizable through its big Arabic numbers. It is a sober looking watch, with a Black & White look. It can 
be worn as a bracelet watch or as pendant.



Gangi is introducing a new model in its collection, the Tourbillon Eurofoot 2016, featuring an exclusive display of the event of the Euro foot 2016. There are also 
watches featuring the participating countries’ maps in addition to the American map available.

Tourbillon EuroFoot 2016









X-Treme Americana Carbone X-Treme Americana Sapphire

X-treme Americana was designed to meet the demands of professional racing drivers. It features a power reserve indicator, 120 hours and a 
retrograde date in red, white and grey. This watch is an icon eternally joined to the high-performance world of motorsport. It comes in a carbon or a 

sapphire frame.



X-Treme Araby Carbone X-Treme Araby Sapphire

Still in the world of racing, the X-treme Araby has a power reserve indicator, 120 hours and a retrograde date. It comes in  the colors black, red 
and white and in sapphire and carbon versions.



This innovative system made by Gangi uses springs in tubes which makes all watches adjustable as a bracelet or as pendant without the help of any external 
tools. It is a simple and creative system that gives more flexibility and freedom to style your watch and wear it the way you want. 

Springer System





This is the typical chain that you can use to wear every watch made by Gangi as a pendant. It is customizable according to your own 
choice. We can add the gemstones and colors that you prefer to make it your own.

Chain





SIZE



Escale 1:1

 Here are the two size models for all watches. The smaller one (Standard) would suit the smaller or feminine hands and the 
one on the left (Grand) would be perfect for larger sizes.



The pocket watch of the 21st century 
www.gangi.tv

GANGI - CP3 - 1091 La Croix/Lutry - Switzerland - email: info@gangi.tv


